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Introduction
Around the Globe Piano Music Festival is an annual competition open to junior and
adult pianists, both amateur and professional. It was established in 2014 by pianists
and music educators Marina Petrov and Maya Jordan. The popularity and performing
standards of this competition have risen considerably due to its unique focus,
educational and performing values including the highly praised adjudicators’ written
and spoken assessment after each performance. As well as traditional and classical
music, the festival offers an exclusive syllabus of piano styles including contemporary
and jazz piano within global/regional categories.
The primary aim of the project is to promote contemporary piano composers that are
less well known in the UK. We believe that this will encourage pianists of all ages to
perform new repertoire, assisting their education and understanding of diverse
musical trends. In addition, the competition winners are given the opportunity to play
at the prestigious Markson Concert Series in London.
Our project is open to innovative music minds and all who will support our ideals.
We extend a warm welcome to all participants and their followers.
Marina Petrov & Maya Jordan
Directors of AGPMF

© All rights reserved on the syllabus of Around the Globe Piano Music Festival.

Junior & Adult Piano Categories
Sunday 19th Nov 2017 from 10am
The Study Society, Colet House, 151 Talgarth Road, London W14 9DA
Tickets available for Onlookers and can be booked in advance.
Single ticket £10; Family ticket £15 (two people)
*Children under 12 - FREE!
**Piano teachers of the participants - FREE!
***Ticket are not refundable or transferable.
Nearest tube: Barons Court / Piccadilly and District line;
nearest bus routes: 9, 10, 27, 190, 211, 295, 391;
free parking available on weekends on local streets Margravine Gardens being the nearest.
AGPMF Magazine
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Regulations
Entries

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Entries and fees must be received no later than Tuesday 31st October 2017 by
post or email.
Participants are able to make multiple entries for different piano categories. They
are also able to make multiple entries for the same class but with different
repertoire.
Each entry has a maximum performance time limit.

AGPMF winners are not able to enter the same repertoire for the classes they have
won in previous years otherwise their entry will be declined.
Late entries will only be accepted at the discretion of the organiser.
Organisers reserve the right to refuse entry if the schedule is fully booked or for any
other sensitive reasons.
Consult the full syllabus and fees: Junior Pianists - page 8; Adult Pianists - page 14.
Entry form is available on page 25 or could be obtained from
www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk; email: agpianomusicfestival@gmail.com or
contact Maya Jordan tel. 07984857355.
The age of the participant stated on the form should be as at 1st October 2017.

Further information contact email: agpianomusicfestival@gmail.com
Maya Jordan, tel: 07984857355 or Marina Petrov, tel: 07734204252
AGPMF, 11 Fermor Way, Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 3BD

Fees

•
•

Fees could be paid by cheque or directly to the bank account.

•

Forms should be sent by email agpianomusicfestival@gmail.com or by post to the
following address: AGPMF, 11 Fermor Way, Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 3BD.
Online application forms are also available from our web site.

•
•

Entry is accepted once payment is confirmed by the bank.

Cheques payable to ‘Around the Globe Piano Music Festival’ to be sent together
with entry form to the address above
OR
Payment could be made directly to the Bank account:
Bank name: NatWest Bank
Account name: Around the Globe Piano Music Festival
Account number: 65798554
Sort code: 51-50-01
Ref: Competitor’s name and class code

Entry fees are not refundable if a participant cancels their performance.
AGPMF Magazine
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Performance

•
•
•
•
•

•

•

Performers must arrive 15 minutes before the time indicated and report to the
person in charge. In case of late arrival they could be dismissed.
There is no facility to warm up or rehearse before a performance at the premises.
Applicants should allow up to 30 minutes delay of their set performance schedule
due to adjustor’s work on commentaries as well as spoken feedback.
Participants must use original music scores, and provide a copy for adjudicators.
(A photocopy may be used for adjudicators.)
The time limit set for performance indicates the maximum duration of
performance, including pauses between pieces. It is not necessary to use the
suggested time completely, but time should not be exceeded (in which case
adjudicator has right to interrupt the performance).
Participants are welcome to join more than one class, but different repertoire has
to be performed for each class.
We would encourage participants to dress suitably and bow before and after
performance to enhance the artistic style of the occasion for both performers and
audience.

Marking, awards and list of criteria

•
•
•
•
•

All performers will receive a written report on their performance as well as
Certificate of Performance Achievement from the Adjudicator or Jury Panel.
Criteria for marking will be based on technical ability and level of expression as
well as programme conception for recital classes.
Categories of awards will include: Certificate of Performance Achievement,
Certificate of Performance Achievement with merit, Certificate of Performance
Achievement with distinction and Certificate of Outstanding Performance.
Awards will be given to the winners of each class. Special Prizes and Trophies
will be given to the winners of specific classes.
Adjudicators have the right to award a shared prize and their decision is final.

Other

•
•
•
•

Organisers reserve right to change Adjudicators or Jury Panel if needed.
Photography is not permitted and all mobile devices should be put on silent.
All recordings have to be approved by the organiser.
Children should be accompanied by adults and take responsibility for their safety
including all belongings. Note that waiting areas and toilets are not supervised.
The organizers reserve right to record performances and use them for
promoting the Around the Globe Piano Music Festival.

AGPMF Magazine
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In Retrospective AGPMF 2016
Marina Petrov
The Around the Globe Piano Music
Festival 2016, which was held on 20th
November at The Study Society, London
W14 had another successful competition
with over 40 contestants from all around
the UK. We enjoyed a much higher
standard of piano playing than in
previous years, especially from our
young pianists. The event stood out with
a variety of performances of different
styles
including
contemporary
composers from Japan, USA, Serbia,
UK, China, Estonia, Russia, Italy and
other countries as well as an
inspirational piece Waves, played by a
gifted junior pianist/composer from
Nigeria, Elo Esalomi. There were many
winners in both Junior and Adult
categories playing from classical to more
contemporary styles. In addition, they
have an opportunity to share a special
prize by Markson Pianos in performing
on an astonishing Besendorfer grand
piano at the shared concert as part of
Markson Concert Series on 10th May
2017. The concert takes place at the
beautiful St Magdalene Church, London
NW1.
For the best contemporary composers’
performances, Around the Globe
Trophies were awarded to musical
young pianist Alexandra Mironova and to
John Bailey in the Adult/Advanced
Category for performing Echo, written by
Serbian composer Vasilije Mokranjac. In
addition to Bailey’s superb playing and
interpretation of the piece, he won the
Composers’ Association of Serbia

prize. The same was awarded in Junior
Category to Oreva Esalomi who
performed Petar Ozgijan’s piano piece
Dance
with
great
passion
and
temperament.
The presentation of a variety of
contemporary piano styles by an adult
pianist Jessica Wright was quite
inspirational.
Her
music
artistry
particularly shined in playing Rain Tree
Sketch 2, written by Japanese composer
Toru Takemitsu. Subsequently, it led her
to winning a special prize as foremost
promising pianist, a painting Cellist by
Serbian artist Dusan Rajsic sponsored
by Fine Art Escape gallery.
Arthur
Anderson

Elo Esalomi
David Andrei
Cinca

Eric Zhong

AGPMF Magazine
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Amongst other adult players, Petra
Chong’s performance of Hedwig's Theme
arranged by Jarrod Radnich was quite
stunning as was Zachary Finan’
Metamorphosis 3 by Philip Glass and
Oltremare (Ludivico Einaudi) performed
by Mohit Kumar.
More traditional styles were well
represented in both Junior and Adult
categories. The trophy for piano recital in
Adult Category was awarded to a
professional pianist John Bailey, whose
1st movement of Beethoven’s Waldstein
sonata sounded exciting and with a great
rhythmical sense. His virtuosity and
pianistic skills also came to light in Chopin
study
Op.10,
No
4.
The
adjudicators and audience were also
delighted by an impressive interpretation
of Tarantella by F. Liszt, performed by
Chris Cooper.
There were numerous talented young
pianists who won prizes in a variety of
piano classes. The winners of Junior
Recital categories in different age classes
were Ivan Yurchenko, Oreva Esalomi and
Natalia Sowa.
Particularly exceptional was a recital of
Alexander Anderson, twelve, who also
won the Global Media medal. Amongst
other pieces he played 1st movement of
Beethoven’s Sonata Op. 49, No. 2, with
great musical maturity and amazing
technique. There were other unforgettable
performances by participants including
Elishe Lim (Sicilienne by Maria-Theresia v
Paradis); Eric Zhong (Allegro Non Tanto
by J.L Dussek); Lucy Che (The Dance of
Watergrass by Mingxin Du and Zuqiang
Wu) as well as a stunning piece written by
contemporary
composer
Melanie
Spanswick, Ocean Surge, played by
Eden Finan.

In addition, we were thrilled and
privileged by the presence of Melanie
Spanswick, a brilliant pianist/educator/
composer/author, who expressed an
interest in our festival. We are much
appreciative that she has written
complementary and inspiring article about
Around the Globe Piano Music Festival
2016, which has been published at the
web site and in our AGPMF Magazine
2017.
We would like to express our gratitude to
all the teachers and participants involved
on our piano festival last year, especially
those who travelled from as far as
Newcastle, Durham, York, Tunbridge
Wells, Hertfordshire and other places in
UK. We very much appreciate the
wholehearted support of our colleagues
and great piano educators including Alla
Levit, Natela Aliyeva, Dr Antonia Lax,
Natasa Šarčević, Izabella Bako and
Olwen Morris.

AGPMF Magazine
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Furthermore,
we
would
like
to
congratulate all the performers for their
contribution and enthusiasm that made
our piano festival such an enjoyable
event. We feel that there were not
enough prizes for so much talent! We
want to say special thanks to our main
adjudicator Tau Wey as well as our

sponsors including: Markson Pianos,
Global Media Publishing Ltd (Mr & Mrs
Saric), Composers’ Association of Serbia,
Fine Art Gallery, Kensington Chimes
Music, Brittens Music, Branco Stoysin,
Mr & Mrs Balabanović and the late Kaia
Hinkley.

Composers’ Association of Serbia
Udruženje kompozitora Srbije
The Composers’ Association of Serbia was founded in 1945 in
Belgrade. It has continuously worked as one of the most renowned and
most important institutions in Serbia ever since it was founded by the
Serbian Ministry of Culture. Members of the Association are
composers (contemporary and popular music) and music writers.
The principal activities of the Association are promotion of pieces by
Serbian composers both at home and abroad, taking care of composers
and their material and social status, stimulating musicians to participate in
contemporary music performance, publishing scores and audio editions
as well as musicological studies dedicated to the music of Serbian
composers.
In 1994 the Association established the Mokranjac Prize for an
outstanding composition performed for the first time during the previous
year. Since 1992 it organizes the festival of contemporary music
International Review of Composers. The Composers Association of
Serbia is a member of ISCM (International Society of Contemporary
Music), ECPNM (European Conference of Promoters of New Music) and
ECSA (European Composers and Songwriters Alliance).
Contact persons:
Ivana Trisic, President
Katarina Lazarevic, General Secretary
Composers Association of Serbia
Misarska 12 - 14, 11000 Belgrade, Serbia

AGPMF Magazine
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Junior Categories
For 16 years old and under

Time

Fee

CONTEMPORARY MUSIC CLASSES - Around the Globe Trophy to be awarded
(To include pieces written after 1950)
Western European composers
JG01

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG02

16 years and under

7 min

£14

Scandinavian composers
JG03

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG04

16 years and under

7 min

£14

Southern Europe composers
JG05

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG06

16 years and under

7 min

£14

Balkan composers (Special Prizes to be awarded - see prizes section)
*Including countries such as Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Slovenia, Montenegro,

Republic of Macedonia, Greece, Albania, Bulgaria, Romania and Cyprus

JG07

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG08

16 years and under

7 min

£14

Eastern European composers excluding Russia

JG09

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG10

16 years and under

7 min

£14

Russian composers
JG11

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG12

16 years and under

7 min

£14

Continent of Asia composers
**Those include West, Central, East and Southeast Asian countries as well as Transcontinental countries
such as Turkey, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, Kazakhstan and other ex-Soviet Union Republics.

JG13

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG14

16 years and under

7 min

£14

5 min

£12

7 min

£14

Continent of Africa composers
JG15

12 years and under

JG16

16 years and under

AGPMF Magazine
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North American composers
JG17

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG18

16 years and under

7 min

£14

Latin American composers

JG19

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG20

16 years and under

7 min

£14

Australian Composers
JG21

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG22

16 years and under

7 min

£14

Composers from other countries
JG23

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JG24

16 years and under

7 min

£14

COMPULSORY PIECES (Special Prizes to be awarded)
Any choice from:
Lower Grades (up to grade 5)
• Piano Miniatures, No 1 or No 5 from the Music Map Of Serbia* by Vera Milankovic
• The Arrival from the Piano Suite VIII: part 6

**

by Lola Perrin

• Seahorse Dream from Piano Waves ***
• Karma from Digressions *** by Melanie Spanswick

Higher Grades (up to grade 8)
• Piano Miniatures, No 3 from the Music Map Of Serbia* by Vera Milankovic
• The man in the black hat below is probably sleeping from Piano Suite II: part 2**
• Music from Fragile Light Spaces: part 1 from Piano Suite IV ** by Lola Perrin
• Ocean Surge from Piano Waves ***
• Digression from Digressions *** by Melanie Spanswick
JC01

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JC02

16 years and under

5 min

£12

* music manuscript ‘Music Map of Serbia’ available on www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk
** music manuscript available from www.spartanpress.co.uk or www.agpianomusicfestival.co
and recordings available on Soundcloud, visit www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk
***music manuscript available from www.elenacobb.com or www.agpianomusicfestival.co
AGPMF Magazine
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SHORT RECITAL CLASSES ( Medals and Music voucher to be awarded)
(Including contrasting pieces of different styles and periods)
JF01

8 years and under

5 min

£12

JF02

9-10 years

7 min

£14

JF03

11-12 years

10 min

£15

JF04

13-14 years

12 min

£16

JF05

15-16 years

14 min

£18

FREE CHOICE CLASSES (Including one or more pieces)
JF06

12 years and under

3 min

£10

JF07

16 years and under

5 min

£12

PIANO DUET CLASSES (for 4 hands)
JD01

12 years and under

3 min

£10

JD02

16 years and under

5 min

£12

JAZZ FREE CHOICE CLASSES (Special Prize to be awarded)
JJ01

12 years and under

3 min

£10

JJ02

16 years and under

5 min

£12

GRADES REPERTOIRE CLASSES (Music voucher to be awarded)
(From any UK examination board programme: including one or two pieces)
JR01

Piano (Grade 1-3)

8 years and under

2 min

£10

JR02

Piano (Grade 1-4)

9 years and under

3 min

£10

JR03

Piano (Grade 1-5)

10 years and under

3 min

£10

JR04

Piano (Grade 1-5)

11-12 years

3 min

£10

JR05

Piano (Grade 1-5)

13 years and above

3 min

£10

JR06

Piano (Grade 6-8)

12 years and under

5 min

£12

JR07

Piano (Grade 6-8)

13-14 years

6 min

£13

JR08

Piano (Grade 6-8)

15-16 years

7 min

£14

AGPMF Magazine
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Preface to contemporary composers and their works
for Junior pianists

Vera
Milanković

Prof. Vera Milanković (London, 1953) is a
multi-talented Serbian composer, pianist,
pedagogue and organizer of educational
events. She was nominated for the best
theatre music by the Musica Clasica
magazine in 2013 and was awarded the
"Golden Link" by the Cultural and
Educational Community of Belgrade for
her educational work.
Throughout her long standing music
career she has performed her own
compositions at numerous concerts,
festivals, shows, television as well as
taking part in other live and recorded
media in Serbia and other Balkan states.

Musical Map of Serbia

Fascinated by traditional Serbian music,
she has written many authentic
arrangements for piano, voice and
ensembles for various instruments
including percussion and piano. Apart
from a large opus for solo piano Vera
composed two piano concertos that were
publicly highly praised. Her music written
for several theatre plays and ballets as
well as children’s choirs were also
critically_acclaimed.
Vera has studied composition and
solfeggio at Belgrade University of Arts,
Faculty of Music to the highest level and
further enriched her knowledge by
obtaining an MA in composition from
Guildhall School of Music and Drama in
London, UK (1978).
She teaches at the Faculty of Music
University of Arts, Belgrade Serbia and
runs the Pedagogical Forum and
International Annual Symposium for
music and drama teachers. In addition to
her family heritage, she is proud to be a
descendent of a distinguished Serbian
family of high officers, scientists,
university professors as well as diplomats
and writers.
Musical Map of Serbia is an album
consisting of piano miniatures, each
inspired by a particular Serbian folk
song. These songs have been collected
by Prof. Miodrag Vasiljević, the founder
of Serbia’s Folklore.
The harmonisation is based on songs
imminent tonal structure evoking its
archaic flavour. The songs are not only
situated geographically, they also
embody a rich variety of metrical
structure with a unique melodic beauty.

AGPMF Magazine
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As a composer, Melanie Spanswick has written many
educational works for the piano. Her music focuses on
various sound worlds and repetitive structures which are
often associated with Minimalism.

Melanie’s piano pieces have been featured in both Pianist
magazine and International Piano magazine, and have been
performed in a variety of different venues including Steinway
Hall (London) and the Sage Gateshead (Newcastle).

Melanie
Spanswick

She has written four collections of pieces: Digressions
(2015), Snapchats (2015), Piano Waves (2016), and Piano
Magic (2016). Teachers and students have particularly
enjoyed her duets for early intermediate players, Snapchats,
which have been highly recommended on many teaching
blog websites.

You can hear all Melanie’s compositions on her YouTube
Channel: http://www.youtube.com/user/ClassicalMel
www.melaniespanswick.com

Waves & Digression
Melanie Spanswick

Over the past couple of years, I’ve
written four books of educational piano
music all published by EVC Music
Publications Ltd. Piano Magic is a
collection of 10 pieces for elementary
players, Snapchats features 11 short
duets for those of elementary to
intermediate level, Piano Waves offers 5
pieces for the intermediate level player,
and Digressions is also a collection of 5
pieces for intermediate to advanced
pianists.
I love composing piano music; for me, it
represents an intoxicating combination of
inspiration and creativity. My music is
designed for all levels and age groups,
however, when I started writing, I noticed
relatively few works (for elementary to

intermediate level particularly) written for
teenage and adult students in a
Minimalist style. Minimalism is a genre
employing limited or ‘minimal’ musical
material, which is generally repeated;
some call it music with repetitive
structures. Its simplicity can produce
strikingly beautiful, often haunting music.
My aim is to incorporate this simplicity
into my compositions. Piano Waves and
Digressions, both of which are to be
included on the Around the Globe
Piano Music Festival syllabus this year,
exhibit many of the expected Minimalism
traits; simple chord progressions,
repetitive movement around the same
chordal patterns, and repetition of short
phrases.

AGPMF Magazine
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Piano Waves

Digressions

Piano Waves (from the Piano for Fun
Series, written in 2016), were inspired by
my time spent as a classical pianist
giving recitals on cruise ships; I had the
perfect opportunity to observe the sea in
all its various states, from serene sunsets
to hair-raising hurricanes.
Each piece depicts a different water
picture, from the eerie Flying Dutchman
(complete with a distant echo of the
troubled ship at the beginning and end of
the piece), to the reflective Asilomar (or
refuge by the sea), with its warm key (E
flat major), and abstract left hand
‘melody’.
I’ve selected Ocean Surge for the
intermediate class, and Seahorse Dream
for the advanced class at the festival this
year. Ocean Surge (around grade 6
standard), rolls along with plenty of
repetitive
semiquaver
movement
(depicting waves), and is framed by a
wistful, longing theme. Seahorse Dream
(around grade 4/5) conjures an image of
the sea creature enjoying a restful,
tranquil dream, until it turns into a
nightmare, with cascading semiquavers
and the prospect of fiery keyboard
drama.

Digressions were written in 2015, and
are a collection of pieces with esoteric
titles. Works from this set have appeared
in Pianist and International Piano
magazines, and they have been enjoyed
by students around the world. Each piece
aims to introduce pupils to a variety of
techniques; from alternating hands in
Chasing, syncopated rhythms in Moving
On, and a cantabile touch in Musing.
I have selected Karma for the
intermediate class (around grade 4
level); this work embodies a happy
sentiment (good Karma!), and requires
even quavers and a beautifully phrased
melody. The final piece of the set,
Digression (around grade 7 standard), is
the set piece for more experienced
players (and is in the advanced class). It
oscillates between A major and A minor,
with repeated figurations which move all
around the keyboard.
I sincerely hope you enjoy discovering
these works and I really look forward to
hearing you play them.
www.melaniespanswick.com
You can purchase the books from
www.elenacobb.com

AGPMF Magazine
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Any age Adult Categories
For 17 years old and above
ADVANCED LEVEL
CONTEMPORARY MUSIC CLASSES - Around the Globe Trophy to be awarded
(To include one or more pieces written after 1950)
Western European composers
AG01

13 min £18

Scandinavian composers
AG02

13 min £18

Southern Europe composers
AG03

13 min £18

Balkan composer (Special Prizes to be awarded - see prizes section)
*Including countries such as Serbia, Croatia, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Slovenia,

Montenegro, Republic of Macedonia, Greece, Albania, Bulgaria, Romania and Cyprus

AG04

13 min £18

Eastern European composers excluding Russia
AG05

13 min £18

Russian composers
AG06

13 min £18

Continent of Asia composers

** Those include West, Central, East and Southeast Asian countries as well as Transcontinental countries
such as Turkey, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Armenia, Kazakhstan and other ex-Soviet Union republics.

AG07

13 min £18

Continent of Africa composers
AG08

13 min £18

North American composers
AG09

13 min £18

Latin American composers
AG10

13 min £18
AGPMF Magazine
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Australian Composers
AG11

13 min £18

African Composers
AG12

13 min £18

Composers from other countries
AG13

13 min £18

COMPULSORY PIECES SOLO PIANO (Special Prizes to be awarded)
Any choice from:
• Piano Suite I: ‘Early one Sunday morning’ * by Lola Perrin
• Three Piano Pieces (Prelude, March, Toccata)** by Aleksandar Vujic
AC01

13 min £18

COMPULSORY PIECES FOR PIANO DUET (Special Prizes to be awarded)
Any choice from:
• Before Sleep for four hands * by Lola Perrin

• Serbian Reel Dance (Kolo) for four hands ** by Aleksandar Vujic
AD01

10 min £15

*music manuscript available from www.spartanpress.co.uk or www.agpianomusicfestival.co
and recordings available on Soundcloud, visit www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk
** music manuscript available on www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk; recordings available on YouTube

RECITAL CLASSES ( Trophy & music voucher to be awarded )
Short Recital (Including contrasting pieces of different styles and periods)
AF01

22 min

£35

45 min

£70

Diploma Recital
AF02

FREE CHOICE of traditional classical styles (Including pieces written before 1950)

AF03

13 min

£18

5 min

£12

INTERMEDIATE LEVEL
Free Choice Classes (Including one or more pieces)
AF04
AGPMF Magazine
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JAZZ FREE CHOICE CLASS (Special Prize to be awarded)
AJ01

8 min

£15

GRADES REPERTOIRE CLASSES
(From any UK examination board programme: to include one or two pieces)
AR01

Piano (Grade 1)

2 min

£10

AR02

Piano (Grade 2)

2 min

£10

AR03

Piano (Grade 3)

3 min

£10

AR04

Piano (Grade 4)

4 min

£12

AR05

Piano (Grade 5)

5 min

£12

AR06

Piano (Grade 6)

6 min

£13

AR07

Piano (Grade 7)

8 min

£15

AR08

Piano (Grade 8)

10 min

£15

Preface to contemporary composers and their works
for Adult advanced pianists

Lola Perrin (b.1962).

www.lolaperrin.co

American born, London-based composer,
pianist, collaborator, piano teacher,
Composer in Residence at Markson
Pianos, has published nine piano suites
and has two CDs on general release.
Collaborates in performance with various
artists including Hanif Kureishi, Sue
Hubbard,
Mihir
Bose.
Has
been
interviewed on various BBC shows.
Performs as a solo artist, in collaboration
with filmmakers, authors, artists and other
pianists.

Her nine piano suites composed 1991 - 2016 are available from her publishing
label; Lola Perrin Sheet Music. She is also building a repertoire for multiple
piano; performances include Southbank Centre, Kennedy Centre Washington
DC and Institute de Serbie, Paris. Currently touring Significantus, a keyboard
conversation about climate change in collaboration with economists, lawyers,
scientists, artists and other thinkers. Lola has initiated Climate Keys in which
scores of pianists will be performing with guest speakers to engage audiences in
talking about climate change across the world.
AGPMF Magazine
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Piano Suite I:
‘Early one Sunday morning’
1992

The suite has recently been recorded by
Serbia’s
foremost
pianist,
Nada
Kolundžija, who has said “this music is
like a mirror of the soul, pure and truthful”.
The piano score is available from Spartan
Press.
For more info go to:
www.lolaperrin.com/sheet-music

After Edward Hopper’s
'Early Sunday Morning'

‘Before Sleep’ 2013
For four hands

Lola Perrin writes …. “I composed my fist
piano suite, ‘Early one Sunday morning’
after I had stayed awake all night
watching the empty London street
through my window. As the light came I
realised the scene was reminiscent of
one of my favourite paintings; Early
Sunday Morning by Edward Hopper. I
turned to the painting and made up the
lives and dreams of people who are out of
sight in Hopper’s painting of a quiet row
of houses at dawn, writing about different
situations imagined, from house to house.
There are seven sections in the suite; the
first and last sections represent the ends
of terrace; Early dawn, Questioning,
Explaining, Love, Underhand, Uncertain,
Dawn. Early dawn and Dawn are almost
identical pieces; the notes are the same
but the instructions have subtle
differences; the first eases us into the
idea of the coming light and in the second
is a vanishing that happens to all those
night-time imaginations. And between
Early dawn and Dawn are five depictions
of half-awake dreamers whose stories are
suspended between the night and the
day.”

Photo: The Gray Circle
This is a five-minute piece featuring a
driving ostinato. Lola wrote the following
text which is to be read aloud before the
piece is performed.
“It's a miracle any of us manage to drop
off to sleep where I live. Traffic sounds
continue long into the night. Sirens wail at
regular intervals as ambulances charge
by on their way from the station round the
corner. Different languages drift up from
the street; Farsi, Turkish, Mandarin,
Dari …
Voices call and I assume questions are
being asked; “Are you in? I forgot my key”
or perhaps “Why did you lock me out
again?” Stories wrap around me in
languages I don't know and make me
dream awake in my bed until the
eventuality arrives; the last moment in my
piece when sleep suddenly comes. It's a
busy business falling asleep in town.”

AGPMF Magazine
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Aleksandar
Vujić
www.aleksandar-s-vujic.com

Prof. Aleksandar S. Vujić (1945) is a
prominent Serbian composer, conductor
as well as pianist. He is an award winning
composer of over 100 works. His
compositional oeuvre comprises choral,
chamber,
symphonic
works
and
instrumental music for piano, violin, cello
as well as various ensembles. The
exclusive publisher of Vujić’s choral
works is Synkope-Verlag in Germany and
his music has been printed in US, Italy,
Hungary and Serbia.
Vujić holds a degree in composition,
which was supervised by famous Serbian
composers including Stanojlo Rajicić,
Petar Ozgijan and Vasilije Mokranjac. He
also graduated in conducting and holds
MA degree in piano, all from the Belgrade
University of Arts, Faculty of Music.
Throughout the four years of his study he
was given the best student of his
generation award. His work has been

recognized worldwide, by the US
government by honoring him with the
Zoltan Kodaly Award (1983) and by Israel
with the State Order of Israel Award
(1988). Furthermore, he won first and
third prize at the International Robert
Schumann
Choral
Competition
in
Zwickau (1995) as well as gold medals
for choral composition at Busan, South
Korea (2002) and the International Choir
Competition in Budapest (2009).
He is the founder, leader and conductor
of Sinfonietta chamber orchestra and the
Madrigal Choir of the Faculty of Music in
Belgrade. In addition, he is lead
conductor of Djakon Avakum Chamber
Choir, Baruch Brothers Choir and
Iuventus cantat. He is a retired full
professor of the Belgrade University of
Arts, Faculty of Music and president of
the Union of Serbian Choirs at Home and
Abroad.

Three Piano Pieces Op.83

The third movement is a real heaven for
virtuoso pianists, giving pleasure to the
performer and audience alike. From its
quasi-niente opening to the pianistically
challenging passages in the left and right
hands, its accentuations make the whole
piece pulsate. The work is dedicated to
the young pianist Ivan Basic and his
professor Nevena Popović. The world
premiere was given by Basic at
Guarnerius Hall, Belgrade on 5 June
2015”.

“When I began writing Three Piano
Pieces Op.83, I wanted to compose three
contrasting movements, which would fit in
the repertoire of most pianists. The
opening movement is more of a
meditative piece dominated by the minor
third. In contrast, the second movement
March impresses with its sheer energy dominated by the fourth interval.
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Serbian Reel Dance
Piano for four hands

“The main structure of the dance consists
of one motif, which is the core of the
composition. The music begins with this
recurring theme as it portrays an image of
the night time, where the emerging initial
motif in the piano dynamics represents a
shimmering firefly that breaks into the
darkness; this grows rapidly in the
developing dynamics as the other
instruments emerge.”
This is how composer Alexander Vujić
picturesquely describes his work Srpsko
Kolo (Serbian Reel Dance).

As a composer-architect he believes the
finest solution to the structure of the piece
requires it to be based solely on one motif
rather than several. An important feature
is that the motif itself contains dance
elements and characteristics. In addition,
they are many developing virtuosic traits
as it develops into a series of
semiquavers that
runs throughout
different registers.
The main theme of the dance initially
appears only in the piano dynamics
section followed by a further development
through the canon like form by using
various intervals including 2nd, 4th as well
as the unison. Furthermore, in the first
section the composer uses many effects
typical of Serbian folk music such as
subito and glissandi to build up to the
culmination of the dance. This is followed
by a slower middle section Andante,
based on beautiful folk song from eastern
Serbia Pita li Tinke (Is Tinke asking),
interlaced by 5 /4 and 7/4 ethnic rhythms.
After a shorter repetition of the first part
and the Coda the work finishes with
another expansive climatic dancing motif
in ff.

Winners’ Concert, Markson Concert Series
10th May 2017, St Magdalene Church, London NW1

Natalia Sowa

Mohit Kumar

Ivan Yurchenko
AGPMF Magazine
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John Bailey, Adult Winner
Award presented by Mr & Mrs Saric, Global Media Publishing Ltd

Around the Globe Piano
Music Festival 2016
Review
Melanie Spanswick
Situated on the perpetually busy
Talgarth road, to the West of London,
Colet House is the home of the Study
Society.
Behind
a
perfunctory,
inconspicuous door, lies a rather grand
entrance hall which deftly transports
visitors to a bygone era. I love places like
this; the mystery behind the facade, the
labyrinth of small passageways leading to
endless, voluminous rooms, faded
elegance hinting at the romance of
yesteryear, dusty chandeliers, torrid tales
and clandestine affairs. My imagination
fires on all cylinders.
To the left of the hall, an impressively
large room complete with white pillars, a
sturdy wooden floor and gleaming
Yamaha grand piano, provided a fine
venue for an innovative music festival
which took place over the weekend. The
Around the Globe Piano Music
Festival, was founded by pianists and
pedagogues Marina Petrov and Maya
Jordan. This festival is an annual event
created for junior and adult pianists of
different levels, including professionals.
There is no age limit, and the categories
represent
various
musical
genres
including classical, contemporary and
jazz.
The focus is primarily to promote
contemporary piano composers from all
around the world, particularly those who
are less well-known in the UK (although
there were classes featuring standard
repertoire
too).
The
concept
of
encouraging young pianists to perform
new music, learn about modern
composers
and
have
a
better
understanding of the diverse musical
trends throughout different world regions,
is one which certainly resonates with me.
In my experience, students respond very

well when presented with works by living
composers; interest is piqued by the idea
of a composer who is still ‘alive’, and
therefore potentially contactable, thus
establishing a tangible connection. Most
immediately reach for their phones,
eagerly searching Google for more
information.
I had the opportunity to listen to many
classes, and one of the most appealing
aspects was the variety of music on
offer. Some composers were new names
(Vera Milankovic, Vasilije Mokranjac,
Peter Ozgijan, Trevor Hold, and a few
competitors played their own works too),
but the chosen pieces clearly spoke
volumes to their performers such was the
level of commitment and musicianship.
The general standard was very high
throughout, which was duly noted by
adjudicator, Tau Wey.
Marina had kindly introduced her pupils to
my music, and they subsequently chose
to include Ocean Surge and Seahorse
Dream (from Piano Waves) in a couple of
classes.
These little pieces (for
intermediate level students (around
Grades 5/6)) have proved popular
amongst those entering music festivals,
and at this festival they were played with
panache and flair. It’s a privilege for a
composer
to
hear
divergent
interpretations, and Piano Waves are
fairly free in this respect. Edan Finan
gave a serene and beautifully judged
account of Ocean Surge in the Western
European Composers Class, and he
graciously allowed me to film his
performance.
It was heartening to observe large
audiences, mainly consisting of parents,
teachers, siblings and friends, supporting
the performers. Music festivals such as
this provide immense value; introducing
new music, offering a performance
platform for less experienced players,
building confidence, as well as bestowing
generally useful, helpful feedback. Long
may this tradition continue, and
congratulations to Marina and Maya for
their judicious programming.
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Prizes
Around the Globe Trophy

For the most outstanding performer from the Junior Category Contemporary Music

Around the Globe Trophy

For the most outstanding performer from the Adult Category Contemporary Music

Special Prizes by the Composers’ Association of Serbia

Slavenski Piano Compositions book with music scores for the most outstanding
performer from the Balkan Composers and Compulsory Pieces Classes in the
Junior Category
Slavenski Piano Compositions book with music scores for the most outstanding
performer from the Balkan Composers Class in the Adult Category

CDs ‘Fieriness’, Serbian Music for Piano Trio and ‘Women’s Stories’, Serbian Music for
Piano for the most outstanding performers from the Compulsory Pieces and Balkan
Composers Music Classes in the Adult Category

Special Prize sponsored by Markson Pianos

An opportunity for all winners from the Junior and Adult Categories to play at the
piano recital in the Markson Piano Concert Series

Around the Globe Medals awarded by Global Media Publishing Ltd
For winners of the Junior Recital Classes

Music voucher £15 awarded by Brittens Music

For the most outstanding performer from the Junior Recital Classes

Music voucher £10 awarded by Brittens Music

For the most outstanding performer from the Junior Grades Repertoire Classes

Around the Globe Trophy awarded by Global Media Publishing Ltd
Music voucher £25 awarded by Kensington Chimes Music
For the winner of the Adult Recital Classes

Fine Art Escape Special Prize

Work of art ‘Trio’ by Serbian painter Dusan Rajsic to be awarded to the most
promising pianist from the Adult Category

Special Prize by Branco Stoysin

CD by Branco Stoysin Trio for the winner of the Junior Jazz Class

Special Prize by Branco Stoysin

Lily of the Valley book/CD for the winner of the Adult Jazz Class
AGPMF Magazine
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19th November 2017
ENTRY FORM
Entries and fees must be received not later than Tuesday 31st October 2017 by post or email.
Organiser reserves rights to not accept an entry due to overbooked timetable or any other sensible
reasons.
Please complete form in block capital letters and send together with stamped addressed envelope (and
payment if paying by cheque) to the following address:
AGPMF, 11 Fermor Way, Crowborough, East Sussex TN6 3BD.
Form can also be obtained and completed ONLINE.
Fees could be paid by cheque payable to Around the Globe Piano Music Festival or directly to the bank
account:
Bank Name: NatWest Bank / Account name: Around the Globe Piano Music Festival
Account number: 65798554 / Sort Code: 51-50-01 / Ref: Competitor’s name and class code

Class
Code

Name of participant

Teacher’s name

Age on
1st Oct

Titles and Composers of
pieces performed

Duration of
Class fee
performance as in syllabus

Total fees ___________
Details of person entering participant and responsible for correspondence:
I have read and accept the rules and regulations of AGPMF.
(For participants under 18 years form should be signed by a Parent, Teacher or Carer)
Name……………………………………………………………....Address……………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
Tel no ………………………………………….Email …………………………………………………..
Signed …………………………………………Date …………………

——————————————————————————————————————————————————————————

Around the Globe Piano Music Festival

Competitor / Parent / Teacher / Carer (Please delete as applicable)
AGPMF Magazine
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Fine Art Escape and our Artists
Aleksandra Ristić

Fine Art Escape is ready to help you classical art and music evenings and art
break free from your daily routine, to
venture visually as far as some of
Europe’s most enchanting shorelines,
experience the joys of strolling along
peaceful harbours, and revel in sunsets
that glow achingly on buildings whose
fabric speaks of years of extraordinary
history.
We bring you beautiful pieces from artists
who live and work in the former
Yugoslavia. They are passionate about
evoking the fabulous coastline and resorts
of Croatia, the excitement of cosmopolitan
Belgrade with its city bustle and glorious
riverside panoramas, and the dynamism
and soul of cities from London to Venice.
We host regular events that include

parties, and as well as an escape into our
world of art, our members benefit from the
privilege of enjoying complimentary and
VIP tickets to some of the most
prestigious art events in the UK, including
the 20|21 International Art Fair in London,
the Cambridge Art Fair, the Buy Art Fair in
Manchester.
You can view the artists’ portfolios and
stories on our website
www.FineArtEscape.com.
Come and see the work close up at one of
our art events, or contact us to arrange a
leisurely viewing at your home or at our
Cambridge base. We invite you to indulge
in exhilarating escapism through the finest
art!

Jessica Wright
Winner of the Special Prize ’Cellist’ by Dusan Rajsic awarded by Fine Art Escape
AGPMF Magazine
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Picture ‘Trio’ by Serbian
painter Dusan Rajsic
to be awarded to the
most promising pianist
at the Adult Classes by
Fine Art Escape

Dušan Rajšić (1970) was born in Gospić,
in the region of Kninska Kraina in Croatia.
He is considered to be one of the most
prominent and prolific Serbian artists
creating an extensive collection of
paintings and drawings as well as over
500 sculptures. His art has featured in
many group exhibitions in Serbia and
other Balkan states. Some of his most
significant
creations
are
memorial
monuments in honour of those who died
in the Yugoslavian wars (1990-1999)
based in the Serbian towns of Bačka
Topola (In Memoriam artist Straub Jozef)
and Lazarevac. In addition Dušan Rajšić,
inspired by the caves of Velebit Mountain,
has invented a unique sculpting
technique as he wanted his sculptures to

look as if they are made of limestone.
His drawings are often inspired by the
movements of ballerinas and tango
dancers in motion, as well as female
music players. The style of Rajšić fine
arts has strong expressionist traits,
although a different approach towards
combining various painting and drawing
techniques as well as use of diverse
bright color spectrums makes his work
innovative and particularly remarkable.
Dušan Rajšić studied at the Academy of
Fine Arts in Zagreb and graduated from
the Academy of Fine Arts in Belgrade in
1996. He is a member of the Serbian
Association of Fine Artists and the editor
of the art programme at the Cultural
Centre in Lazarevac, Serbia.

Jury panel
Tau Wey enjoys performing unusual yet captivating music. His
eclectic repertoire is as likely to include fugues as folk music, sonatas
as songs, and rondos as rags. The music he plays branches out into
myriad directions, making connections to the sound worlds that people
inhabit. Born in Taiwan, Tau subsequently lived in Germany and then
in England. After reading music at Cambridge, he studied with Yonty
Solomon and Douglas Finch at Trinity Laban Conservatoire of Music
and Dance, and with Jacob Lateiner at Mannes College of Music in
New York. He was awarded First Prize in the Beethoven Piano
Society of Europe Competition. He has performed at the BBC Proms at the Royal
Albert Hall and the Aldeburgh Festival of Music and Arts.
Tau is Head of Keyboard at Sevenoaks School, as well as teaching at Eltham
College and at the Kent International Piano Course.
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Melanie Spanswick is a pianist, author, teacher, and composer. She
graduated from the Royal College of Music with a Master’s degree in
Performance Studies. As an educator, Melanie has examined for the
ABRSM, and adjudicates for the British and International Federation of
Festivals. She frequently gives master classes, workshops and
presentations throughout the UK and abroad (most recently in
Germany, the USA and the Far East). As a pianist, she has performed
and broadcast worldwide, and has given recitals as a soloist, chamber
musician and accompanist at many music festivals and major concert halls.
Melanie recently selected the repertoire for the Faber Music Piano Anthology (Faber
Music) and her piano guidebook, So You Want To Play The Piano? (Alfred Music) has
received much acclaim. Play it again: PIANO (Schott Music), a two-book piano course,
was published during 2017. She is a regular contributor to Pianist magazine and
Piano Professional (EPTA), and her piano compositions (EVC Music Publications Ltd.)
have been featured on various syllabuses and in publications worldwide.
Marina Petrov MA is a classical pianist and piano pedagogue
specialising in Prevention of Occupational Injuries in Pianists. In
addition, she has contributed articles to EPTA and ISSTIP journals as
well as holding seminars, masterclasses and workshops on related
subjects at various universities and music colleges in London and Cork.
Since settling in London in 1989, she performed solo recitals as well as
chamber music and accompanying opera singers in major concert
halls across the UK and London, including Regent Hall, St John’s at
Smith Square as well as other music institutions. Further to performing and teaching
career, the versatile Mrs Petrov is also a programme creator of Around the Globe
Piano Music Festival that has been established in London since 2014, and a founder
of New European Music & Art Movement (1998), that promotes various forms of
performing arts working together.
As a child prodigy, she has won many national piano competitions in former
Yugoslavia that followed by tours, media appearances including TV and Radio
Belgrade shows. She has also won a national grant to study further at the renowned
Moscow Music Conservatoire, in 1979. Marina’s talents are renowned in the British
press including The Times and she is listed in International Who's Who in Music since
1992.
Maya Jordan MA, holds a Masters Degree of Music Academy in
Belgrade and a PG Certificate from the London College of Music. A
winner of numerous prizes, she has performed throughout the former
Yugoslavia, Italy, Cyprus, France, Germany and England and recorded
for various Radio and TV programmes.
Maya's performing career has extended through her interest in bringing
music and artists of different countries together. Maya has been
co-founder of the project ‘Sounds of the Balkans’ and Artistic Director
of numerous events and projects, promoting Serbian culture and
encouraging artists of different origins to work together. For many years she was a
Secretary of the Beethoven Piano Society of Europe. At present Maya is a Secretary
of The Serbian Council of Great Britain and has been involved in numerous charity
projects (including ‘Magic & Toys’, ‘Ada Art’) in aid of Serbian people and children.
She is also a Programme Coordinator of the Serbian Month in Great Britain and
co-founder / Director of the Around the Globe Piano Music Festival.
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www.agpianomusicfestival.co.uk
agpianomusicfestival@gmail.com

Composers’ Association of Serbia
Udruženje kompozitora Srbije

Special thanks to Mr & Mrs Balabanovic and
others from Serbian and British communities

